Introduction and background
Fires affect terrestrial ecosystems and have profound consequences on global climate, air quality, and vegetation (Bowman et al. 2009; Marlier et al. 2012) . In Europe alone, fires impact more than half a million hectares annually (San-Miguel-Ayanz and Camia 2010). Although fire is required for the natural seeding of plant species in some (e.g. Mediterranean) ecosystems (Vélez 1990) , the aggregate consequences of large-scale destruction are overwhelmingly negative: fires can lead to large economic damage and loss of life (San-Miguel-
Ayanz and Camia 2010).
Carbon emissions from fires contribute substantially to the present day global greenhouse gases (GHG) balance (Bowman et al. 2009; Migliavacca et al. 2013a) . The total area burned and fire intensity are projected to increase in a warming climate, which in turn will increase carbon emissions from wildfires (IPCC 2013) . However, this phenomena is rather complex: fires generate net emissions in the short-term, but in the longer term they can lead to a negative, neutral or positive carbon balance by converting part of the burned biomass into pyrogenic organic matter as demonstrated for a typical boreal forest fire (Santín et al. 2015) .
In the climate change mitigation context, changes in fire frequency may jeopardize the benefits achieved through reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD+) programs, as the carbon savings 1 achieved by avoiding deforestation may be partially negated by increased emissions from fires (Aragao and Shimabukuro 2010) . Ignoring interactions between forest degradation and fire risk could lead to underestimating the potential benefits of REDD+ programs (in tropical forests in particular), and result in mischaracterization of associated processes and costs (Lubowski and Rose 2013) . Investments in REDD+ programs may ultimately fail to achieve emission reductions unless they also reduce the risk of fires (Barlow et al. 2012) . Thus, modelling temporal and spatial complexities of fire dynamics and related risks is not only important for current conditions, but also for projected climate change impacts and mitigation potential assessments and, in particular, for REDD+.
Fire regimes are determined by climate, vegetation, and direct human influence. Climate is recognized as a major determinant of fire patterns on a global scale (Marlon et al. 2008) . In Europe, human activities including negligence and arson cause more than 95% of wildfires (Ganteaume et al. 2012; San-Miguel-Ayanz et al. 2012) .
At the same time, overall trends are closely linked to weather conditions (Rego et al. 2010) , and climatic, socioeconomic, and landscape fire drivers should be considered together to better understand inter-annual variations in burned areas (Costa et al. 2010 ).
This study explores the possibilities to advance state-of-the-art in modelling of total burned areas in Europe by utilizing the Standalone Fire Model (SFM) (Khabarov et al. 2014 ). The SFM is based on a process-based fire parameterization algorithm that was specifically developed for dynamic global vegetation models (Arora and Boer 2005) and was later modified and integrated as a module within the Community Land Model (CLM) (Kloster et al. 2010 ). The augmented CLM was used to estimate climate impact on fires on a global scale (Kloster et al. 2012) , and later was refined and parameterized for the application over Europe evolving to the CLM-AB model (Migliavacca et al. 2013b) . The CLM-AB model was selected as a basis for SFM because it is able to capture the complex interactions among burned area, climate, and fuel variability in Europe (Migliavacca et al. 2013b ).
Modifications and calibration procedures implemented in SFM address the systematic overestimation of burned areas by the CLM-AB (Khabarov et al. 2014) . The key features implemented in SFM include fuel moisture computation based on the Canadian Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC) index (Van Wagner and Pickett 1985) and a procedure for calibrating fire suppression efficiency.
The SFM is employed to reproduce burned areas at a country scale for historical climate. The observed burned areas are reported in two publicly available datasets -the European Forest Fire Information System 1 (EFFIS) (Schmuck et al. 2014 ) and the Global Fire Emissions Database version 4.0 (GFED) (Giglio et al. 2013 ). Our analysis is carried out for the years 2000-2008 for 17 European countries. With a focus on country-level results, we implemented a procedure to calibrate country-specific fire suppression efficiency (Khabarov et al. 2014) . We subsequently describe in detail and discuss the benefits of our suggested extension of the original SFM model through: (1) modifying the fire probability function reflecting fuel moisture, and (2) detailed pixel-level parametrization of the firefighting efficiency along with modifications to the biomass map.
Methods and data
The SFM operates with a daily time step and a spatial resolution of 25×25 km. All inputs in the SFM are adjusted as necessary to fit this resolution. For SFM runs on historical climate, we use the Princeton dataset 2 1 Data from the European Fire Database is available at http://forest.jrc.ec.europa.eu/effis/applications/dataand-services/ 2 http://hydrology.princeton.edu/data.pgf.php (Sheffield et al. 2006) . This global dataset of meteorological forcing has a spatial resolution of 1 arc degree and for the time span of 1948-2008 provides historical daily values of temperature, precipitation, wind, specific humidity, and surface pressure. Relative humidity, which is needed for the moisture calculation implemented through FFMC (Van Wagner and Pickett 1985) , was derived from temperature, specific humidity, and surface pressure by utilizing a saturation vapour pressure approximation (Flatau et al. 1992) . For the population density dataset, we used the Gridded Population of the World GPW version 3 (CIESIN 2005) . Following the CLM-AB's fuel representation approach (Migliavacca et al. 2013b) , we defined fuel available for burning as a combination of litter and coarse woody debris (CWD) pools, excluding stem biomass. We used dead wood (as the best available proxy for CWD at the spatial scale of interest) and litter carbon data from the Global Forest Biomass map (Kindermann et al. 2008) -a half degree global spatial dataset. The use of static biomass data, fuel description by a single parameter (biomass available for burning) without separating fuel type, and excluding lightning as an ignition source are all among current simplifications of the SFM's modelling approach.
Fire suppression efficiency depends on a number of factors, including local regulations and available resources, and varies from one country to another. In SFM as in the original fire algorithm (Arora and Boer 2005 ) the efficiency of fire suppression is defined as the probability q of extinguishing a fire on a given day. Potential area burned within one day and the cumulative burned area over any time period (for a grid pixel or an entire country)
where the coefficient a reflects availability of fuel, ignition sources, and weather conditions, but is not a function of q (Arora and Boer 2005; Kloster et al. 2010) . In our calibration procedure, we find a value of the variable q = qc such that A(qc)=Aobs, where Aobs is the observed cumulative burned area in a specific country over a given time period. Based on a non-calibrated model run with an arbitrary value of q = q0 (0 < q0 < 1) delivering accumulated burned area A(q0) for a time period for a given country, the calibrated value qc is defined by the following equation:
Substituting the value A(q0) (1) into equation (2), we see that the parameter β equals Aobs/a and therefore the calibrated value of suppression efficiency qc does not depend on the arbitrary selected value q0. Nevertheless, model runs with a determinate (placeholding) value for q0 are necessary to obtain the value of a.
We apply this calibration procedure at a country-level, forcing the model to fit the total accumulated burned area (as reported in the most recent versions of both EFFIS and GFED data sets) over the entire nine-year time period 2000-2008, which is long enough relative to the model's operating daily time step. The EFFIS dataset provides yearly burned areas for 17 European countries in the chosen historical period. We use these 17 countries to validate the model on both GFED and EFFIS datasets by analyzing the agreement between reported and modelled annual burned areas for each country. We also explore the benefits of a more detailed, spatially-explicit (pixellevel) calibration of q based on the GFED data (at 0.25 arc degree spatial resolution).
Our analysis indicated that for some countries there is a spatial inconsistency between the GFED data and the biomass map: there are pixels where burned areas are reported in GFED, but there are no fires according to SFM outputs due to zero probability of fire related to biomass availability (Kloster et al. 2010) . This probability in the model is represented as:
where = 200 2 , = 1000 2 are lower and upper thresholds, and is the aboveground biomass available 3 for burning. We consider the pixels where burned area is reported ( > 0 in equation (2)), and at the same time the probability of fire conditional on biomass = 0, meaning that there is not enough biomass for a fire to occur ( ≤ in equation (3)). Consequently, in these pixels the burned area calculated by SFM is zero (A(q0) = 0) which makes the calibration procedure (see equation (2)) impossible. To overcome the problem of spatial disagreement between SFM's biomass map and GFED, we implemented a supplementary procedure of biomass modification within these "invalid" pixels by setting it to the average level between the thresholds and , i.e. = 600 / 2 . This procedure achieves spatial consistency between GFED and SFM in the historical period.
Finally, we investigated the possibility of improving SFM by modifying the function describing the dependence of fire probability on fuel moisture. The original function in the CLM model (Kloster et al. 2010 ) is given by the formula:
where is the plant-available volumetric water content in the top 5 cm of the soil, m (ratio between 0 and 1) is used as a surrogate for fuel moisture content (Thonicke et al. 2001) , and (ratio between 0 and 1) is the moisture of extinction, set to 0.35, independent of fuel type (Kloster et al. 2010) . The moisture of extinction is the threshold of fuel moisture content above which a fire is unlikely to spread. In temperate ecosystems, the reported moisture of extinction for dead fuel is within the range of 15-30% (Albini 1976 ). In Thonicke et al. (2001) , fire is considered to be absent if the probability to spread is below 5%. For the exponential power function developed for Central Thonicke et al. 2001) .
In our regional model we substituted (4) by the following function:
and set the moisture of extinction to a value of = 0.2, which is consistent with Albini (1976) . This modified function provides a sharper dependence of fire probability on moisture (see Figure 1 ). In Equation ( be considered as a rather technical constant value, since its primary purpose is to describe the probability function as such; the fact that it also reflects the moisture of extinction definition is rather a coincidence. The value = 0.2 in Equation (5) was chosen empirically to improve the model performance as compared to the original model based on Equation (4).
Results and discussion
By construction, the SFM country-level calibration procedure guarantees an exact agreement between simulated and reported cumulative burned areas over the entire historical nine-year period [2000] [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] . However, as demonstrated below, the model describes reasonably well the inter-annual variability of burned areas. Table 1 reports performance of the SFM model (GFED and EFFIS calibrated) with the standard moisture-fire probability function (Equation (4)) in terms of burned area for 17 countries: Italy, Portugal, Spain, France, Germany, Poland, Sweden, Greece, Bulgaria, Switzerland, Finland, Croatia, Lithuania, Latvia, Romania, Slovakia, and Turkey. We have selected these countries because their data as reported in EFFIS cover the entire period 2000-
2008. An evaluation of GFED with EFFIS data is also included for comparison in Table 1 . Similar to Khabarov et al. (2014) , based on the annual values for the historical period 2000-2008, we report mean absolute error (MAE) in thousands of hectares and Pearson's correlation coefficient r. Below, when the SFM model is calibrated on GFED data, it is compared to GFED data (SFM vs GFED), and when the SFM model is calibrated on EFFIS data, it is compared with EFFIS data (SFM vs EFFIS). Generally, the agreement of either the SFM model with EFFIS data, or the SFM model with GFED data, is comparable or superior to the agreement between GFED and EFFIS.
Let us note that Romania and Turkey can definitively be classified as outliers in the analysis due to the high disagreement in burned areas for these countries between GFED and EFFIS datasets.
While calibrated on a country-level, the SFM has problems reproducing historical burned areas for several countries. Namely, according to Table 1 , one could envision potential improvements for the following seven countries: Italy, Portugal, Spain, France, Sweden, Greece, and Croatia. For all other 10 countries SFM is closer to either GFED or EFFIS than these datasets are to each other. Below we try other calibration approaches and take the results of agreement presented in Table 1 as a benchmark for estimating model improvement.
We used the spatial GFED dataset to perform a pixel-level calibration on the considered nine-year time interval (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) . The results of the pixel-level calibration with biomass substitution are indicated in Table 2 . The indicators which improve relative to the country-level GFED calibration (Table 1) are marked in bold font.
Although pixel-calibration improved indicators for several countries, e.g. Germany, Sweden, Lithuania, Latvia, and Romania, we note that it does not provide significant improvements. This can be explained by the fact that the SFM's agreement with GFED is in general considerably weaker than with EFFIS, and this approach is not able to resolve the underlying disagreement.
Results generated by the SFM model with the modified moisture-fire probability function (Equation (4)) are shown in Table 3 . Here we outlined improvements compared to the same country-level calibrated SFM with the original probability function (4) presented in Table 1 . One can see in hint to potential improvements in the performance of the model when country-specific probability functions are applied. As fuels differ from one country to another, this approach might be a promising way to incorporate such heterogeneity within the existing modelling framework, which has a rather aggregated representation of fuel.
Based on the results of different calibration approaches to the SFM model given in Tables 1-3 , we can choose the best calibration approach for each country. In this way, the agreement (as measured by both MAE and Pearson's coefficient) between the SFM model and either the GFED or EFFIS dataset is superior to the agreement between the two datasets in 13 out of 17 countries. The model underperforms as compared to GFED-EFFIS for Greece and Portugal (both MAE and r), Spain (r), and France (MAE).
In Figure 2 , we show yearly dynamics of burned areas for each country (including two outliers: Romania and Turkey) to graphically compare outputs of the SFM model against EFFIS and GFED datasets. One can see that for some countries disagreement between GFED and EFFIS is high, e.g. plots for Spain, Germany, Poland, Sweden, Bulgaria, Switzerland, and Lithuania. Nevertheless, calibrated SFM model shows reasonable yearly dynamics forthese countries, and disagreement between the SFM model and EFFIS or GFED datasets for these countries is comparable with disagreement between EFFIS and GFED. The SFM model is able to catch annual peaks, e.g. in plots for Italy, France, Switzerland, Finland, Croatia, Latvia, and Slovakia. This ability is confirmed by high
Pearson's correlation coefficients in Table 3 . However, when the magnitude of the peaks is high, the SFM model underestimates burned areas for such extreme years. This limitation, which can be seen in the plots for Portugal, is an example of the general difficulty mechanistic fire models suffer in simulating burned area for years with severe fire seasons.
Conclusions
In this paper we performed a broader validation of SFM developed in (Khabarov et al. 2014 ) applying both country-and pixel-level calibration of the model. We suggested an improvement of the original model through: (i) modification of the fire probability function depending on fuel moisture, and (ii) detailed pixel-level parametrization of firefighting efficiency in SFM along with modifications of the biomass map. We analyzed 17
European countries using the most recent EFFIS and GFED datasets in the historical period 2000-2008. On the basis of this analysis, we identified a high disagreement between EFFIS and GFED for Romania and Turkey. We found that the advantages of finer pixel-level calibration techniques are quite minor relative to the aggregated country-level approach. On the other hand, the new functional form of the probability of fire reflecting fuel moisture leads to a considerable improvement in the modelling of historical burned areas. In 10 out of 17 countries, the agreement of the SFM model with GFED or EFFIS data was improved for both indicators MAE and Pearson's correlation coefficient simultaneously. For these countries, the relative improvement in MAE was 9% to 82%, and in Pearson's correlation coefficient 2% to 121%. These results open possibilities for further research focusing on the country-specific fire probability functions. To illustrate the agreement of burned areas modelled by the SFM with the historical data provided by EFFIS and GFED, we presented temporal dynamics of annual burned areas over the historical period. The figures illustrate the level of agreement between the SFM model and the EFFIS and GFED datasets, respectively, which is comparable to the agreement between EFFIS and GFED. Overall, the proposed approach to calibrate the SFM model improves the accuracy of modelling burned areas on a country scale in Europe. In a broader application perspective, the improved calibration approach based on historical data is an important step in tuning the SFM model for projecting burned areas in the future under the uncertainties associated with climate change scenarios as well as modelling adaptation options (Khabarov et al. 2014) . Finally, improved modelling of regional burned areas and assessment of corresponding CO2 emissions (Migliavacca et al. 2013a) could help to adequately represent risks of wildland fires in REDD+ programs (Lubowski and Rose 2013) as well as in the wider mitigation and risk management context. Table 4 . Relative change between the SFM model with modified fire probability function (5) and the model with standard function (4) (for both EFFIS-and GFED-calibration). r is Pearson's correlation coefficient, and MAE is the mean absolute error (in thousands of hectares). The indicators which are improved compared to 
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